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New methods are needed to rapidly identify malaria parasites
in blood smears. The coupling of a Focal Plane Array (FPA)
infrared microscope system to a synchrotron light source at
IRENI enables rapid molecular imaging at high spatial
resolution. The technique, in combination with hyper-spectral
processing, enables imaging and diagnosis of early stage
malaria parasites at the single cell level in a blood smear. The
method relies on the detection of distinct lipid signatures
associated with the different stages of the malaria parasite
and utilises resonant Mie extended multiplicative scatter
correction to pre-process the spectra followed by full
bandwidth image deconvolution to resolve the single cells.
This work demonstrates the potential of focal plane
technology to diagnose single cells in a blood smear. Brighter
laboratory based infrared sources, optical refinements and
higher sensitive detectors will soon see the emergence of focal
plane array imaging in the clinical environment.

The malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum causes one of the most
deadly diseases of humans, with a mortality rate approaching 1.2
million per annum.1 To reduce mortality and prevent overuse of
antimalarial drugs early diagnosis followed by the immediate
treatment of infections is critical.2 Technologies to diagnose malaria
must have high sensitivity and be cost effective for the developing
world. Moreover, they need to be able to detect the immature
asexual stage of the parasite (ring stage), which are the only stages
that are present in the peripheral circulation in new infections and
the mature sexual stage (gametocytes), which appear later are the
only stage capable of transmission to mosquitoes. Optical diagnosis
is still the method of choice for thick blood films because it is
inexpensive and has good sensitivity (5-10 parasites/µl blood).3-5,6
Unfortunately it is labour-intensive and is increasingly burdensome
as malaria rates decline due to treatment, with most smears
examined being negative. Rapid Diagnostic Tests (RDTs), which are
based on capture of parasite antigens by monoclonal antibodies
incorporated into a test strip, are easy to apply but are unable to
quantify parasitemia.6 Other techniques include gene amplification
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techniques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR).7, 8 PCR is
arguably the most sensitive and specific method, but is expensive,
sophisticated and time consuming. Serological detection tests using
antibodies such as immunofluorescence (IFA)9 and enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) are also highly sensitive but are
difficult to implement.9, 10 Given the distinct morphological stages of
the parasite and dramatic chemical changes between uninfected and
infected cells, a spectroscopic method in combination with
a morphological approach would seem a logical alternative.
Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy detects molecular
vibrations from the absorption of light in the 4000-400 cm-1 (2.5-25
µm) range. The FTIR spectrum of P. falciparum-infected red blood
cell shows bands mainly associated with protein, lipid, nucleic acids
and haemozoin (malaria pigment).11 Other optical spectroscopic
techniques including Raman microscopy 12-16 and magneto-based
technologies5, 17, 18 have also been applied to diagnose malaria.
Unlike FTIR spectroscopy, these techniques rely on detecting the
presence of haemozoin, which only appears in significant amounts in
late stage ring forms, gametocytes, trophozoites and schizonts and
not the early stage rings especially those less than 10 hours old,
which are often found in peripheral blood. Recently we
demonstrated the potential of Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR)
spectroscopy to diagnose malaria.19 While the ATR technique can
detect very low parasitemia levels it does have the capability to
make the diagnosis at the single cell level. Here we show that FPA
technology coupled with sophisticated data pre-treatment can be
applied to spatially resolve images of malaria infected red blood
cells in a blood smear. Moreover, we demonstrate that the averaged
spectrum from each single cell can be used to unequivocally to
diagnose the stage of the parasite in a highly reproducible manner
from independent trials.

Materials and Methods
1. Cell culture
Plasmodium falciparum was cultured as previously described 21.
Briefly, parasite infected RBCs were cultured in O+ RBCs
(Australian Red Cross blood service), in RPMI-GlutaMAX(TM)HEPES (Invitrogen) supplemented with 5%v/v human serum
(Australian Red Cross blood service), 0.25%w/v AlbuMAX II
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(Invitrogen), 0.58 mg/L Gentamycin (Invitrogen) and 10 mM
Glucose. Parasite infected RBCs were maintained at 37oC in a low
oxygen environment (5% CO2, 1%O2 in Nitrogen). Ring stage
parasites (0-12 hrs. post invasion) were prepared from culture by
sorbitol synchronisations 22. Purified and harvested parasite infected
RBC’s were allowed to recover under standard culture conditions
prior to sample preparation. Infected red blood cells (RBCs) and
uninfected RBCs (controls) were fixed in solution using 2%
paraformaldehyde, 0.0075% glutaraldehyde, and 0.1 M cacodylate
buffer for 1 h before being washed twice with Milli-Q water and
placed on individual 12 mm diameter × 0.5 mm thick CaF2 IR grade
polished windows. Excess water was removed, and the windows
were allowed to dry. The experiment was repeated two times from
two separate visits to IRENI. In all cases the cells were fixed in
glutaraldehyde and transported from Australia to the USA. The data
was analysed using Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the
spectral range 3100-2800 cm-1 using normalised second derivatives.
Classification of the cell types was based on morphological
assessment from highly enriched ring, trophozoite and schizont
samples compared to the uninfected cells. The gametocyte data was
excluded from this model as we only had data from one trial for this
stage.

point spread functions (PSFs) from each image in three-dimensional
IR data sets.
The PSFs, determined from IR transmission
measurements, are converted to absorbance by taking the natural
logarithm of the transmission. Next, the PSFs are deconvoluted
from IR absorbance images by using a Fourier Filtering approach
and then truncated at the high spatial frequencies using a Hanning
apodisation kernel. Finally, an inverse FT is applied to recover
deconvoluted images. Deconvoluted images from each mid-IR
wavelength so obtained are reassembled in a hyperspectral cube to
reconstruct IR images and spectra.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows averaged second derivative FTIR spectra (20 spectra
for each stage and 3 central pixels per cell) extracted from FPA
images recorded from fixed P. falciparum-infected cells at different
stages of the parasite's asexual (ring and trophozoite stages) and
sexual (gametocyte) intraerythrocytic development acquired at
IRENI in the 1800-950 cm-1 (Figure 1A) and the 3050-2750 cm-1
(Figure 1B) ranges.

2. FTIR data collection
Synchrotron FTIR (sFTIR) image data were recorded in transmission
mode at the IRENI beamline (SRC, University of WisconsinMadison). sFTIR images were acquired using a 74 × objective
(Ealing Inc., Rocklin, CA, USA), with a pixel size of 0.54 × 0.54
mm2 at 4000 cm-1 on the Focal Plane Array (FPA). Spectra were
recorded at 6 cm-1 with a zero-filling factor of 2. Second derivatives
were calculated using a Savistky-Golay algorithm convolved to a 9
smoothing point smoothing function. 128 scans were co-added in
order to obtain good signal to noise. Each tile was selected to be 64
× 64 pixels; mosaic images are comprised of 2 × 2, to 3 × 2 tiles.

3. Data pre-processing
3.1 Mie scatter correction
Image data were resonance Mie scatter corrected using the RMieEMSC algorithm.20, 21 The FTIR image data was passed as input to
the RMie-EMSC algorithm by a MATLAB® script written by us.
This routine preserved the x,y spatial coordinates for each spectrum
for later image reconstruction and passed suitable job lots of spectra
to the MASSIVE high performance computing facility
(www.massive.org.au). The RMie-EMSC algorithm options were set
such that the spectral resolution was left unchanged and correction
was applied for a modelled range of scattering particles radii from 3
to 8 µm. Lower and upper ranges for average refractive indices were
1.1 and 1.5 respectively and from the above scattering parameters
equidistant values were used to construct 1000 element Mie
scattering curve matrices which were compressed to 6 orthogonal
principal components. A Mie scatter corrected uninfected cells
average spectrum was used as the starting reference spectrum for
correction of the image spectra. All RMie-EMSC corrected images
and spectra presented in this manuscript were obtained by iterating
the algorithm 5 times.

Fig.1. A. Averaged spectra extracted from single uninfected red blood cells
(blue) and single P. falciparum-infected red blood cells at different stages in
the parasite's development, rings (red), schizonts (pink), trophozoites (black)
and gametocytes (aqua green). The spectra were extracted from the IRENI
FPA images cut to 1800-950 cm-1 and processed using a second derivative
with 9 smoothing points. B. An expanded view of the CH stretching region
3050-2750 cm-1.

3.2 Deconvolution
Hyperspectral deconvolution was performed using a custom-written
two-dimensional IR deconvolution algorithm applied to each
wavelength in the recorded spectra.22 The process involves
deconvolution of experimentally-determined, wavelength-dependent
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The spectra are rich in detail and show clear differences between
each of the parasitic stages. Ring forms and, in some patients,
transmissible gametocytes, are found in peripheral blood. The
gametocytes, like the later stage trophozoites, show high levels of
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haemozoin as evidenced by a small but pronounced band at 1208
cm-1 from the C-O stretching vibration of the propionate functional
group.23 The gametocyte haemozoin band at 1208 cm-1 is totally
overlapped by the trophozoite band indicating the gametocytes have
significant amounts of haemozoin. This band is not observed in the
uninfected cells and is barely discernable in the ring stage consistent
with the extremely low levels of haemozoin found in rings. The
trophozoite spectra also show evidence of high concentrations of
nucleic acids compared to the other stages including a sharp band at
1080 cm-1 assigned to the symmetric phosphodiester vibration and
another band at 1229 cm-1 assigned to the asymmetric
phosphodiester vibration. The band at 967 cm-1 is assigned to a C-C
stretching vibration from the DNA backbone and supports the other
DNA assignments. Both the gametocytes and trophozoites also show
a strong ester carbonyl band at 1741 cm-1 indicating a higher
concentration of lipids compared to the other stages. The amide I
mode at 1655 cm-1 appears most intense in the uninfected cells,
which is consistent with the higher haemoglobin content in these
cells especially when compared to the trophozoites where the
majority of haemoglobin has been catabolised and converted to
haemozoin. The gametocytes also have a strong amide I mode
indicating a high protein content in these cells. However, the amide
II mode at 1544 cm-1 is weaker for the uninfected cells compared to
the rings and other infected cells. This is likely the result of light
dispersion and scattering, which results in a reduced amide I/amide
II ratio and is often seen in FTIR spectra recorded at the edges of
cells and tissues. The band at 1386 cm-1 is tentatively assigned to the
amide III mode, which follows a similar pattern to the amide I mode
where the trophozoites show a low protein concentration compared
to uninfected cells and the other stages. The discrimination in the CH
stretching region (Figure 1B) is even more dramatic due to strong
and distinctive lipid contributions from the parasite. While single
point measurements with a synchrotron source can be used to
determine differences between functional red blood cells at early
stages of infection the technique is not conducive for rapid
diagnosis.
FPA infrared detectors were originally developed by defence as
infrared seekers in antitank guided missiles.24 These detectors were
declassified approximately 15 years ago but FPAs with fast
electronics and robust epitaxial fabrication are quite recent (~5
years).25-27 A 64 × 64 pixel FPA detector is capable of recording
4096 spectra in 20 seconds at 8 cm-1 and 32 scans. However, the
image processing can take a further 5 minutes using a standard CPU
and Unsupervised Hierarchical Cluster Analysis in CytospecTM. Still
this is rapid compared to RDTs, which take 10-15 minutes to achieve
a result. Moreover, with a motorised microscope stage, mosaic
images can be collected for analyzing large fields of cells. At the
new IRENI (IR ENvironmental Imaging) facility, Synchrotron
Radiation Center (SRC) Madison, WI (USA), 12 synchrotron beams
illuminate an FPA detector, thereby multiplexing the advantages of
the parallel pixel detection of a multi-element FPA detector with the
large-area illumination from the high brightness, stable, broadband
synchrotron source.27 IRENI with 74 × magnification provides an
effective geometric pixel size of 0.54 × 0.54 µm2 exceeding
conventional FTIR-FPA configurations by an order of magnitude.25
Details of the instrumental parameters and sample preparation are in
the Supplementary Information (SI), while a schematic of the
instrumental configuration is shown in an earlier publication.27
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Fig. 2A Photomicrograph of a mixture of uninfected red blood cells and
mainly ring stage P. falciparum-infected red blood cells. 2B FPA image
produced by integrating the area underneath the bands in the 1100-1000 cm-1
region for the same cells shown in 2A. 2C Same as 2B except the integration
was performed in the 1700-1600 cm-1 region. 2D Same as 2B except the
integration was performed in the 3100-2800 cm-1 region.

Figure 2A shows a photomicrograph of fixed red blood cells infected
with mainly ring stage parasites on a CaF2 window while Figure 2B2D shows FTIR mosaic images of the same cells generated by
integrating the bands between 1100-1000 cm-1 (2B), 1700-1600 cm-1
(2C) and 3100-2800 cm-1 (2D). There is an improvement in image
quality as the wavenumber value increases because of the
wavelength dependence on spatial resolution. Consequently the best
images are achieved when using the 3100-2800 cm-1 characteristic of
the CH stretching region of lipids and proteins. The FTIR images of
the cells appear similar in resolution to those in the visible
photomicrograph even though the visible wavelengths are an order
of magnitude smaller than the infrared wavelengths. The red areas in
the images show areas of high lipid concentration mainly associated
with mature ring stage parasites. The light blue areas are mainly
associated with uninfected and immature ring stage parasites, while
the dark blue is the background. A similar image showing early stage
gametocytes exhibiting their distinct crescent shapes is presented in
Figure 3.
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asymmetric methyl and methylene stretching modes at 2955 cm-1 and
2917 cm-1 (pink spectrum) compared to the normal haemoglobin
spectrum (blue).

Fig. 3. Photomicrograph showing gametocytes (G) and uninfected cells (U).
B. Corresponding FTIR FPA images generated by integrating the area under
the CH stretching region (3100-2800 cm-1) following R-MieEMSC and full
bandwidth image deconvolution.

Because of the higher spatial resolution along with the excellent
discrimination of the different parasitic stages we chose the 31002800 cm-1 range for the ensuing Unsupervised Hierarchical Cluster
Analysis (UHCA). The spectra for the UHCA were processed using
Resonance Mie Extended Multiplicative Scatter Correction (RMieEMSC)20, 21, 28, 29 followed by full bandwidth image deconvolution
for each resolved wavelength (every 4 cm-1) based on measured
point spread functions. RMie-EMSC corrects spectra for baseline
distortions resulting from Mie scattering effects of single cells due to
their wavelength-comparable size21 while deconvolution removes
blur mainly from diffraction effects, and is scaled appropriately for
each image to recover realistic spectra.22 Background pixels with
low absorbance were removed prior to UHCA using a routine in
CytospecTM. Figure 4A shows a photomicrograph of a monolayer
blood film of mainly ring stage infected red blood cells. Figure 4B
shows the corresponding chemical image after deconvolution
generated by integrating CH stretching region (3100-2800 cm-1). The
deconvolution improves the discrimination of the single cells in the
image. This is further improved when the low absorbance pixels are
removed and UHCA is performed (Figure 4C). The pink cluster is
associated with high lipid content from parasite lipid inclusions and
membranes. The light blue areas result mainly from CH stretching
vibrations from a mixture of haemoglobin and lipid, while the dark
blue cluster correlates with uninfected stacked cells. The
corresponding mean second derivative spectra extracted as averages
for each cluster show the pronounced lipid bands indicative of the
ring form. The infected cells have very intense and shifted

4 | J. Name., 2012, 00, 1-3

Fig. 4A Photomicrograph of a blood film with mainly ring stage parasites. 4B
Chemical image generated by integrating the area under the CH stretching
region (3100-2800 cm-1) following deconvolution. 4C. UHCA performed on
the CH stretching region (3100-2800 cm-1) showing three clusters. The
spectra were pre-processed using the broad band deconvolution followed by
RMie-EMSC and then the second derivative was calculated with 9 smoothing
points prior to the UHCA. The pink cluster is associated with mainly lipid
inclusions from the infected cells while the light blue cluster shows mainly
normal haemoglobin. The mid blue cluster is associated with stacked noninfected cells and is dominated by haemoglobin. 4D The averaged second
derivative spectra extracted from each cluster showing the dramatic variation
within the cells caused by parasite lipids and normal haemoglobin. The
colours match those in the UHCA image in 4C.

To further investigate the reproducibility of the FPA diagnostic
approach we combined data sets from two independent trials over
a two-year period. The results of the PCA for spectra processed with
and without RMie-EMSC are shown in Figure 5.
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and RMie-EMSC enables malaria diagnosis to be performed at the
single cell level in a blood smear.
At present a synchrotron source is required to achieve the high
contrast in the images presented. Recently the Bhargava group
demonstrated the feasibility of recording FPA images using a 74 x
objective of tissue without a synchrotron source.30 With the
development of tuneable quantum cascade lasers for cell and tissue
analysis31 and amplified frequency difference generated broadband
mid-infrared laser sources,32 along with refinements to the optic and
detector electronics, a new laboratory-based gold standard for
malaria diagnosis utilising FTIR focal plane array imaging is on the
horizon.
The combination of FPA technology with 74×magnification and
sophisticated algorithms to correct for Mie scattering prior to full
bandwidth image deconvolution can produce high contrast chemical
images of single cells in a blood smear. The application of a simple
classification algorithm following pre-processing such as UHCA or
PCA can then be used to diagnose and identify the early ring stages,
which are diagnostic of new infections, as well as gametocytes,
which are diagnostic of carriage of forms that can be transmitted to
mosquitoes. Other optical/magneto-based technologies are often
based on detecting haemozoin from the later stage trophozoites and
schizonts, which are scarce in peripheral blood and tend to
accumulate in small capillaries in organs, such as the brain. The key
to this approach is using the CH stretching region first, enhancing
the image quality through the spatial wavelength dependence
advantage gained at 3100-2800 cm-1 and secondly, using the unique
profile to not only diagnose the parasite but also classify its stage of
development.

Figure 5A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) PC1 versus PC2 Scores plot
of second derivative min/max normalised spectra (3100-2800 cm-1) of
uninfected (blue), rings (red), schizonts (pink) and trophozoites (black)
generated from two independent visits to IRENI. The circles highlight the
clusters from each visit. In the case of uninfected cells there was no
separation between the spectra recorded from the two visits. The clusters of
trophozoites with PC2 score values below 0 are early stage trophozoites
while those with large positive PC2 scores are late stage trophozoites.5B PC1
versus PC2 Scores Plot of second derivative min/max normalised spectra
(3100-2800 cm-1) after performing RMie-EMSC of uninfected (blue), rings
(red), schizonts (pink) and trophozoites (black) showing much tighter and
reproducible spectra compared to 5A.

Figure 5A shows a PC1 versus PC2 scores plot for uncorrected
second derivatives after min/max normalisation, while Figure 5B
shows the same data but after RMie-EMSC. The uninfected,
schizont and ring stage parasites group extremely well for the two
independent trials on the uncorrected spectra. The trophozoite
spectra, on the other hand, were more heterogeneous and formed
three distinct clusters, two of which were oppositely correlated with
a third along PC2. The two clusters of trophozoite spectra with PC2
scores below 0 were early stage trophozoites from two trials, while
the group with positive PC2 scores were late stage trophozoites. The
opposite correlation comes from scattering effects from haemozoin
crystals, which manifests in the spectra as sinusoidal modulations.
Because haemozoin crystal aggregates are in the range of infrared
wavelengths (~2-3 µm) significant light scattering can result
especially from parasites in the trophozoite and schizont stages. To
address the scattering we performed RMie-EMSC on the spectra
prior to taking the second derivative and min/max normalisation.
The PC1 versus PC2 Scores plot (Figure 5B) show that following
RMie-EMSC the spectra from both trials are grouped much more
tightly yet still show excellent discrimination between all stages
investigated. The combination of FPA imaging coupled with
rigorous pre-processing using full bandwidth image deconvolution

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012
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FTIR focal plane array imaging can be applied to diagnose single malaria infected
cells in a thick film blood smear.
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